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Introduction

Abstract

When the hen's egg is laid the embryo
consists
of a two-layered
blastoderm.
The
upper layer,
the epiblast,is
in contact
with
the vitelline
membrane, the lower layer lies
against
the yolk.
The lower layer has a complex and multiple
origin.
It is at first
discontinuous,
becoming
a continuous
epithelial
sheet by stage 5
(Hamburger and Hamilton,
1951; Wakely and
England, 1978).
Cells from four separate
sources combine to form the complete layer,
the
endoderm (Vakaet,
1970; Fontaine
and Le Douarin,
1977; Sanders et al. 1978).
Clumps of cells delaminate
from the epiblast to form a partial
lower layer,
the
endophyll.
A second wave of delamination
forms the hypoblast,
also known as primary
hypoblast.
Hypoblast
cells displace
the
endophyll
to the edges of the blastoderm
where they form the yolky endoderm of the
area opaca.
The central
area occupied by
hypoblast
is the area pellucida,
which is
present
when the egg is laid,
before gastrulation begins
(England,
1984).
As gastrulation
begins,
between Hamburger
and Hamilton stages 2 and 3, the epiblast
gradually
acquires
a continuous
basemen~
membrane containing
fibronectin
(Wakely and
England, 1979 ; Duband and Thiery,
1982 ;
Harrisson
et al. 1984).
The only opening in
the basement membrane is at the primitive
streak
(Sanders,
1984), so the streak becomes
the only site where cells
can leave the epiblast and enter the lower layer or the
developing
middle layer,
the mesoderm.
Further
enlargement
of the lower layer must therefore
come from internal
mitosis
or from cells
entering
via the primitive
streak.
Many cells
pass through the streak
into the hypoblast,
forming a central
area, the definitive
endoblast,
displacing
the existing
hypoblast
cells
to the borders of the area pellucida.
The fourth contribution,
the junctional
endoblast,
forms by ingrowth from the area
pellucida/area
opaca boundary at the posterior
end of the embryo.
Together these four cell
populations
form the endoderm, which becomes

The endoderm of gastrulating
chick embryos
shows regional
variations
in cell shape and
size.
These were studied
by scanning electron
microscopy,
histochemistry
and immunofluorescence.
Particular
attention
was given
to the distribution
of the cytoskeleton.
Four
zones of differing
morphology were observed.
The changing size and shape of these zones
could be correlated
with the entry of the
definitive
endoblast
through the primitive
streak,
displacing
existing
primary hypoblast
to the edges of the area pellucida.
Endodermal
cells
were shown to have a well organised
cytoskeleton.
The cytoskeletons
of individual
cells were linked to give a cytoskeletal
network extending
across the endoderm as a whole.
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and J. Wakely
using Kodak Technical
Pan film.
Montages were
taken of the area pellucida
at low (0,8 - 1,2 k)
magnification
as well as high magnification
views of areas showing distinctive
cell shapes.
Three methods were used to examine the cytoskeleton
at stages
4, 5 and 6,
Embryos to be
viewed by SEM were fixed in Bouin's
fluid
for
three to five weeks, (M.A. England,unpublished)
before preparing
for SEM as described
above.
Embryos treated
in this way were viewed from
the ventral
surface.
Coomassie blue staining
to provide an overview of the cytoskeleton
at
light
microscope
level was performed on
dissected
pieces of endoderm using the method
described
by Pena, (1980).
Stained
specimens
were cleared
and mounted on slides
for viewing
and photography
on a Zeiss Ultraphot
II photomicroscope,
using Kodak Panatomic X film,
Immunofluorescence
staining
of whole-mount
preparations
was performed using a DuPont
Cytoskeletal
Staining
Kit (New England Nuclear,
Boston, Mass.).
Embryos were fixed in 3%
formaldehyde
in phosphate-buffered
saline
for
15 - 30 minutes.
As much as possible
of the
ectoderm and mesoderm were dissected
off to
leave endoderm alone in large areas of the
area pellucida,
After overnight
washing in
phosphate-buffered
saline
the embryos were
stained
for actin according
to the instructions
supplied
with the kit.
After treatment
the
embryos were mounted ventral
side uppermost on
slides
in 50% glycerol/phosphate-buffered
saline
and viewed in a Zeiss Universal
Microscope with an epifluorescence
ultraviolet
illumination
system.
Fluorescent
images were
recorded
on Ilford
HP5 film.

an uninterrupted
cellular
sheet.
After the
departure
of mesoderm and endoderm cells
through
the primitive
streak
the upper layer is known
as ectoderm.
The developmental
fate of the endoderm is
as complex as its origin.
It gives rise to
the gut lining,
and to epithelial
or parenchymal
components of organs derived
from the gut lungs,
liver
and yolk sac stalk.
(Rosenquist,
1966, 1970, 1971, 1972).
Functionally
the early endoderm cells
are
well organised.
They are motile in vitro
and
have been shown to possess
a cytoskeleton
containing
actin
(Ostrovsky
et al. 1983) and
microtubules
arranged
in bundles and curved
bands (Mareel et al. 1984).
They can form
sheets and epithelial
sacs and interact
with
other cells
in culture
(Sanders et al. 1978;
Milos et al. 1984).
Endoderm cells
have the
capacity
for protein
synthesis
(Zagris
and
Matthopoulos,
1985).
One of the proteins
they
can produce is fibronectin,
which forms part of
their
basement membrane, once the endoderm is
established
as an uninterrupted
epithelium
(Ouband and Thiery,
1982; Mitrani
and Farberov,
1982).
The intention
of our study was to
correlate
regional
differences
in cell
morphology within the endoderm with what is
known of its varied origin
and fate,
We also
examined the cytoskeletal
arrangement
in intact
endoderm, using scanning
electron
microscopy
and histochemistry
as mutually
complementary
techniques.
Materials

and Methods

White Leghorn chicken eggs were incubated
in a humidified
incubator
at 37°C to reach
Hamburger and Hamilton stages 4 to 10.
The
embryos were then dissected
out of the eggs
and prepared
for either
scanning electron
microscopy
(SEM) or histochemistry.
Embryos intended
for SEM were fixed overnight in Karnovsky's
fixative
(Karnovsky,
19f5),
washed in 0.2M sodium cacodylate
buffer,
post
fixed in 1% cacodylate
buffered
osmium
tetroxide
and dehydrated
through graded concentrations
of ethanol
to 100% ethanol.
From
10 □ % ethanol
the specimens were transferred
to 10 □% acetone.
They were then dried in a
Polaron critical-point
dryer after
replacing
the acetone with liquid
carbon dioxide.
Dried embryos were mounted ventral
side
(i.e.
endoderm) uppermost on aluminium stubs
using a colloidal
silver
adhesive
and coated
with 5 nm of gold in a Polaron E5150 sputter
coating
unit.
Some specimens were also
mounted on a variety
of washers so that both
sides could be viewed (McTurk & Summerton, 1986;
Summerton, 1986).
Others were transversely
fractured
before drying and mounting so that
the endoderm could be seen in section
to
provide transverse
and sectional
views of the
same cell.
All specimens were examined and photographed in an ISI OS 130 SEM operated
at 9 to
15 kV or an ISI 60 SEM operated
at 20 to 30 kV

Results
SEM of embryos viewed from the ventral
surface
Stage 4.
Area pellucida
and area opaca
were clearly
distinguishable
because of the
relative
lack of yolk in the area pellucida.
The area pellucida
endoderm was a continuous
epithelial
sheet except for a few small openings.
The ventral
surface
was uneven, with many
pits,
grooves and ridges.
The cells
were
variable
in form, some being flat with relatively few microvilli,
others
rounded and bearing
many microvilli,
Along cell boundaries
some
cells
showed smooth folds,
which sometimes overlapped onto neighbouring
cells.
Within this general
picture
some regional
variations
in cell size and shape were
discernible.
They are shown diagrammatically
in Figure 1. No clear demarcations
existed
between zones of different
cell morphology.
In zone 1 the general
appearance
was as
described
above.
This was the most extensive
zone at stage 4.
Within this area the sites
marked by* indicate
areas where there were many
rosettes
of wedge shaped cells
rather
than the
polygonal
shapes seen elsewhere
(Figure 2).
In zone 2, a narrow axial area overlying
and adjacent
to the anterior
two thirds
of the
primitive
streak,
the cells were predominantly
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Fig. 2.
An area of zone 1 endoderm from an
embryo between stage 4 and 5 to show its uneven
surface
and the presence
of a cell rosette
(R).
Scale bar=
10 µm.

Fig. 1,
Diagram to show zones (numbered 1-4)
of variation
in cell morphology within the
area pellucida
endoderm of a stage 4 embryo.
PS= primitive
streak;
*=cell
rosettes.
The embryo is shown as though viewed from the
ventral
surface,

Cells from zone 2 endoderm of a stage
Fig. 4,
Note their
regular
shape and smooth
5 embryo
contours,
Y = intracellular
yolk, 0 = opening.
Scale bar=
10 ~m.
Fig. 3.
Diagram to show the relative
sizes
of the four zones of differing
endodermal
cell
morphology in the area pellucida
of a stage 5
and 6 embryo.
PS= primitive
streak,
HP=
head process.
Note the expansion
of zone 2 and
reduction
of zone 1. Zones 1 and 3 are becoming
indistinguishable,
Compare with Figure 1.

Stages 5 to 6.
There was a gradual
progression
from the morphological
pattern
seen
at stage 4 to that characteristic
of stages
5 to
6. The most striking
change was an expansion
of
zone 2.
By the end of stage 5 it formed an
elongated
oval, overlying
the anterior
half of
the primitive
streak
and extending
laterally
and forward away from the streak
(Figure 3).
There was an accentuation
of the differences
in
shape between zone 2 cells
and those of zones 1,
3 and 4. The surfaces
of zone 2 cells
were very
smooth, flat and considerably
smaller
than any
seen elsewhere
in the blastoderm
(Figure 4).
Rosettes
of wedge-shaped
cells
were a common
feature
of zone 2, especially
along the midline,
overlying
the primitive
streak,
and, in late
stage 5 and stage 6, the head process.
Within
zone 2 the cells
with smallest
surfaces
lay over
and immediately
alongside
the primitive
streak,

flat and lacked extensive
microvilli,
The
smallest
cell surfaces
of the stage 4 endoderm
were also seen here,
In zones 3 and 4 the cells
were rounded and
many were well covered by microvilli,
Zone 3
encircled
the anterior
end of the area pellucida
and extended backward along the lateral
margins
of the area pellucida.
Zone 4 was a crescent
of
large round microvillous
cell surfaces
overlapping
the posterior
third of the primitive
streak.
The surface
of zone 4 was very uneven.
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Fig. 5.
Cells from the zone 3 endoderm of a
stage 5 embryo.
Note their
rounded form and
the presence
of many microvilli
(MV) on some.
AO= area opaca,
Y = yolk.
Scale bar=
10 ~m.

and J. Wakely

Fig. 8.
An area of midline endoderm from
the anterior
area pellucida
of a stage 7 embryo,
showing numerous cell rosettes
among the small,
smooth cells
of zone 2 endoderm.
The ridge
overlies
the notochord
(N).
Y = yolk.
Scale bar=
100 µm.

Fig. 6.
Cells from the zone 4 endoderm of a
stage 5 embryo.
Note the irregular
shape of
the cells
and the presence
of overlapping
cell processes
(arrowheads).
Some cells
(*)
have a rough surface
due to the presence
of
microvilli.
Scale bar=
10 ~m.

Fig. 9.
The fractured
surface
of an embryo
between stage 4 and stage 5, broken across the
anterior
end of the primitive
streak.
E =
endoderm, M = mesoderm.
Note the presence
of
cells
(arrowheads)
with part of the cell body
seemingly
in the endodermal epithelium
and part
projecting
among mesoderm cells.
Scale bar=
10 ~m.

1
Fig. 7.
Diagram to summarise the variations
in cell morphology in the area pellucida
endoderm of a stage 7 embryo.
Note further
expansion
of zone 2 and displacement
of zones
1, 3 and 4 to a marginal
position.
PS=
primitive
streak,
AIP = anterior
intestinal
portal.

PS

7
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with a gradual
increase
in cross-sectional
area
toward the periphery
of the zone.
A gradient
of increasing
cell surface
size,
roundness
and microvilli
density
linked
zone 2
with zones 1 and 3, The boundary with zone 4 was
more sharply
defined,
Zones 1 and 3 were
difficult
to distinguish
from each other.
Both
consisted
of rounded cells,
irregular
in shape
and size,
some bearing
many microvilli(Fig.
5).
Together they formed a narrowing
marginal
band
around the anterior
and lateral
borders
of
the area pellucida,
Zone 4 consisted
of a crescent
of very
large-surfaced
irregularly-shaped
cells,
some
highly microvillous,
some smooth, overlapping
the posterior
end of the primitive
streak.
Rosettes
were rare but overlapping
of
neighbouring
cells
was a common feature,
giving
this area an uneven surface
as at stage 4,
(Figure
6).
Stages 7 to 8.
Considerable
elongation
of the embryo and regression
of the primitive
streak
had occurred
by these stages
(Fig. 7).
The anterior
intestinal
portal
was seen as
a crescentric
endodermal
fold,
in the anterior
half of the area pellucida,
A narrow band of
very small flat-surfaced
cells
extended
anteriorly
from Hansen's
node, along the
embryonic axis and into the anterior
intestinal
portal
(Figure B).
Examination
of fractured
specimens confirmed
that it overlaid
the
developing
notochord.
Rosettes
of wedgeshaped cells
were particularly
common along
and beside this axial strip,
(Figures
7,8).
Zone 2 had expanded so that small,
flat,
approximately
hexagonal
cell surfaces
were seen
throughout
the area pellucida
except around the
edges.
Zones 1, 3 and 4 were difficult
to
distinguish
by cell shape.
All showed a variety
of irregularly
shaped and microvillous
cells.
The endoderm around the area pellucida
boundaries
was deeply folded.
Endoderm seen in profile
in transversely
fractured
embryos
In an embryo between stages 4 and 5
fractured
across the anterior
end of the
primitive
streak
the fracture
passed mainly
through zone 1 endoderm cells
with a little
of
zone 2 in the midline,
as well as through
mesoderm and ectoderm.
Both the ventral
surface
and the dorsal
surface
(facing
the mesoderm)
of the endoderm were uneven.
A sectional
view
showed that the unevenness
was related
to the
fact that several
cells
lay with part of the
cell body in the middle layer with the mesoderm
cells
and part seemingly
in the endoderm itself,
often in a groove or hollow between surrounding
endoderm cells
(Figure 9).
This was a feature
of zones 1 and 2 endoderm.
Such cells
were
often multipolar
in appearance
like the mesoderm,
with only a small flat epithelial
portion
associated
with the endoderm.
They often
occupied
the centres
of cell rosettes.
It was
not possible
to decide on morphological
grounds
whether these cells
were true mesodermal cells
or endoderm cells
in transit
through the middle
layer for later
incorporation
into the endoderm,
as ctescribed
above.
Other cells
were mainly
epithelial
in form, broad and flat or gently
domed, with only slender
processes
projecting

into the mesoderm.
Cells wholly within the
endoderm showed a slightly
irregularly
shaped
dorsal
surface
but otherwise
formed a squamous
epithelium
(Figure
10).
This appearance
was not observed in older
(stages 8 and 10) embryos, where the endoderm
was clearly
separated
from the mesoderm.
The Cytoskeleton
An uninterrupted
cytoskeletal
network extending throughout
the endoderm was demonstrated
by Coomassie blue staining.
It was composed of
encircling
cytoskeletal
rings around the border
of each individual
cell,
which were thick and
densely stained.
Inside each cell radial
cytoskeletal
strands
extended across the cell from
the nucleus to the periphery,
like the spokes
of a wheel, joining
with the peripheral
ring.
These strands
were finer and more lightly
stained
than the ring (Figure
11).
Immunocytochemistry
showed that the
peripheral
cytoskeletal
rings contained
a high
concentration
of actin
(Figure
12).
Each cell
showed a brightly
fluorescent
rim, and collectively the actin rings of the individual
cells
joined into an epithelium-wide
actin network.
No filamentous
actin could be seen inside
the
cells,
only a faint
background
fluorescence.
Differential
focussing
on immunofluorescent
preparations
indicated
that the actin rings lay
immediately
deep to the spices of the cells.
Prolonged
fixation
in Bouin's
fluid
removed most of the cytoplasm
and cell surface,
leaving
nuclei,
occasional
yolk particles
and
the cytoskeletal
framework with some adherent
precipitate,
particularly
on the cytoskeleton.
Images produced in this way correlated
particularly
well with those obtained
using
Coomassie blue.
Every cell possessed
a fine
internal
cytoskeletal
mesh and a thicker
encircling band of rough-surfaced
filaments.
The fine
mesh was less resistant
to the treatment
than
the encircling
band (Figure
13).
Additionally,
some cells
possessed
bundles of wavy, smoothsurfaced
filaments
(Figure
14).
These were
deeply placed in the cells
and sometimes appeared to connect more than one cell.
They closely
resembled microtubule
bundles as demonstrated
by Mareel et al. (1984) in cultured
endoderm
cells.
Some showed a thick central
stem and
frayed ends connecting
two adjacent
or nearly
adjacent
cells,
suggesting
an identification
as
mitotic
mid bodies.
Nuclei,
yolk droplets
and
a variety
of small particles
probably
derived
from other cytoplasmic
organelles
could be seen
suspended in the cytoskeletal
meshes in the
most completely
extracted
cells.
Discussion
Both SEM and cytoskeletal
immunocytochemistry
reveal
a morphological
map of the
endoderm which can be easily
compared with
experimental
findings
on the developmental
history
of the endoderm.
Four cell populations
combine to form the
endoderm observed
in the stage 5 embryo at the
end of gastrulation,
(Vakaet,
1970 ; Sanders et
al. 1978).
The first
of these to appear is the
endophyll
which moves to the area opaca.
In the
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Fig. 10.
Fractured
surface
of an embryo
stage 4 and stage 5 showing an endoderm
mostly within the endoderm except for a
process
(P) projecting
into the mesoderm
neath a neighbouring
endoderm cell.
Scale bar=
10 µm.

and J. Wakely

between
cell (E)
small
underFig. 13.
Endoderm fixed in Bouin's
fluid and
examined by SEM, showing minimal exposure of
the cytoskeleton.
In the most extracted
cell
a nucleus
(NU) is visible.
The cell shows a
dense peripheral
ring (arrowhead)
and radial
strands
of cytoskeletal
material.
Compare with
Figure 11.
Scale bar=
10 µm.

Fig. 11. Photomicrograph
of zone 2 endoderm
stained
with Coomassie Blue to demonstrate
the
cytoskeleton.
Each cell shows a densely
stained
peripheral
ring (black arrowheads)
and
fine radial
strands
(white arrowheads)
which
appear to suspend the nucleus
(NU).
The
cytoskeletons
of individual
cells
appear to be
linked into a continuous
network.
Y = yolk.
Scale bar=
10 µm.

Fig. 14. Maximal exposure of the cytoskeleton
in endoderm fixed in Bouin's
fluid and examined
by SEM. Rough surfaced
filaments
(arrowhead)
form a network corresponding
in size and shape
to cell boundaries.
A bundle of microtubules
(MT) lies at the lower right
hand corner of the
picture.
NU= Nucleus
Scale bar=
5 µm.

Fig. 12.
Zone 3 endoderm from a stage 5 embryo
stained
by immunofluorescence
to demonstrate
the presence
of actin.
Each cell shows bright
fluorescence,
denoting
actin
containing
material,
around the cell boundaries.
An
uninterrupted
actin network is formed in the
epithelium
as a whole.
Scale bar=
10 µm.
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area pellucida
it is succeeded
by the hypoblast,
also known as primary hypoblast,
This is
present
when the egg is laid and also forms by
delamination
from the epiblast
(future
ectoderm).
By the time it is complete,
at laying,
it is
sufficiently
differentiated
from the epiblast
to have its own pattern
of protein
synthesis
(Zagris
and Matthopoulos,
1985).
It also has
the ability
to induce angiogenesis
in mesoderm
(Zagris,
1982) and axial structures,
such as
the primitive
streak,
in epiblast
(Khaner et al.
1985 ; Rangini and Eyal-Giladi,
1984).
After
the primitive
streak
is formed the primary hypoblast
is gradually
displaced
to the area
pellucida/area
opaca boundary by the definitive
endoblast
cells
passing
through the primitive
streak.
These cells
form an expanding
central
area, oval in form, initially
overlying
the
primitive
streak
and surrounding
area.
Interestingly they will displace
primary hypoblast
cells
if cultured
alongside
them in vitro
(Sanders
et
al. 1978), and sheets
of endoderm in vitro
have
a tendency to expand (Mareel et al-:-1984).
Similar
displacement
of primary endoderm by
streak-derived
cells
occurs in mammals,
(Poelmann,
1980).
The fourth
component is
found at the posterior
end of the blastoderm.
It
is the junctional
endoblast
and is believed
to be
formed by ingrowth from the area opaca boundary,
(Sanders et al. 1978).
These changes are
summarised diagrammatically
in Figure 15.
By comparing this diagram with our SEM
findings
we believe
that we can identify
the
smallest,
flattest
cells
which form an expanding
oval area around and anterior
to the anterior
end of the primitive
streak
as definitive
endoblast
(zone 2 in our SEM "map" of the endoderm).
The very large irregular
cells
posteriorly
(in zone 4) correlate
with the junctional
endoblast
and the intermediate
sized,
rounded and
microvillous
cells
around the area pellucida
border in zones 1 and 3 can be equated with
primary hypoblast.
Ouband and Thiery (1982),
in their
account
of gastrulation,
show how some hypoblast
cells
are still
passing
through the space between
ectoderm and endoderm when the primitive
streak
has formed.
Any cells
not incorporated
into the
endoderm before the mesoderm and definitive
endoblast
start
to pass through the streak
must
presumably
continue
to move through the mesoderm
to reach their
destination.
This would account
for the apparent
merging of mesoderm and endoderm
with cells
having processes
in both layers,
characteristic
of zone 1 in the stage 4+ embryo
seen in sections.
Morphologically
their
relationship
to existing
endoderm could not be
distinguished
from that seen near to the midline in zone 2, where the cells
entering
are
definitive
endoblast.
If area pellucida
endoderm is removed it
is rapidly
regenerated
by cells
from the
exposed mesoderm becoming epithelial
in form
(England and Wakely, 1978), not by cells
from
the margins of the area pellucida
spreading
into the centre.
Endodermal cells
in transit
as well as true mesodermal cells
changing their
form in response
to injury
may account for some
of the regenerated
layer.

Rosenquist
(1966, 1970, 1971, 1972)
followed
the movements of tritiated
thymidine
labelled
endoderm grafts
as the endoderm
differentiated
into adult organs.
An area
corresponding
to the definitive
endoblast
(Vakaet,
1970 ; Sanders et al. 1978) and to
the area of small flat cells
seen in our study
becomes the lining
of the gut.
Its margin
becomes midline ventral
gut derivatives
such as
lungs,
liver
and yolk sac stalk.
In our study
these cells were transitional
in form between
the smallest,
smoothest
cells
nearest
to the
primitive
streak
and the primary hypoblast.
Primary hypoblast
and junctional
endoblast
are
thought to be finally
displaced
from the area
pellucida
altogether
and to form extra-embryonic
membranes, ( Fontaine
and Le Oouarin,
1977).
As well as following
its own developmental
pathways the endoderm interacts
with other
tissues
and probably
influences
their
behaviour.
It exchanges extracellular
materials
with the
ectoderm (Harrisson
et al. 1985), and has many
cell surface
antigens
in common with ectoderm
until
neural and sensory placodes
form,
(Edelman, 1984).
A midline
strip
of the
definitive
endoblast
adheres to the developing
notochord
(Hamilton,
1952) and its cells
change
shape as the notochord
elongates
(Summerton,
1986).
We observe many rosettes
of endoderm
cells
in this axial strip,
the number gradually
falling
towards the area pellucida
margins.
Their presence
denotes mitosis
and the distribution
we observed by SEM closely
parallels
the regional
variations
and centre
to periphery
gradient
of mitotic
index observed by Stern
(1979) in the chick blastoderm
as a whole.
Meier, (1979) also describes
a concentration
of wedge shaped endoderm cells
arranged
in
clusters
near and beside the midline.
He
associates
this appearance
with somite
formation,
the endoderm being adherent
to the
underlying
somite.
Bancroft
and Bellairs
(1975)
have described
early morphological
differentiation in the chick ectoderm at the same time as
it occurs in the endoderm.
Significantly
they observed
cells
with the
smallest
cross-sectional
area on the ectoderm
surface
overlying
the primitive
streak,
as we
have also done ourselves
in both ectoderm
(M. A. England - unpublished
observations)
and
in the present
study in endoderm.
Cells within
the primitive
streak
are vertically
elongated
(Wakely and England,
1977), with most of the
cell body within the streak
and only a small
part of the surface
exposed externally,
whereas
outside
the streak
in both upper and lower
layers
more of the cell is visible
in surface
view, as the cells
join their
epithelial
neighbours.
The apparent
gradient
in cell size between
the centre and periphery
of the definitive
endoblast
thus probably
reflects
more a rearrangement
of the cytoplasm as the cell moves away from the
primitive
streak
than an actual
growth process.
Correspondence
between cell shape and cytoskeletal
organisation
is as close in the endoderm of chick gastrulae
as it is in their
ectoderm (Wakely and Badley,
1982).
Both layers
show the characteristic
epithelial
feature
of
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linking
individual
cytoskeletal
systems into a
cohesive
network,
(Miettinen
et al. 1978;
Owaribe et al. 1981; Owaribe and Masuda, 1982;
Opas and Kalnins,
1985).
In embryos it is
particularly
important
in maintaining
epithelial
continuity
during morphogenetic
movements (Seidl
and Steding,
1978; Owaribe et al. 1981;
Ostrov sky et al. 1983).
It could also be
involved
in the group cell movements of wound
healing,
(England and Cowper, 1977).
Active
contraction
during locomotion
is a common
function
of cellular
actin bundles (Isenberg
et al. 1976; Pollard,
1976).
Although Mareel
et al. (1984) have demonstrated
the importance
of microtubules
in the movement of cultured
chick endoderm cells,
a role for actin in
individual
cell movements in endoderm, as in
leaving
the primitive
streak or insertion
between cells
already
present,
should not be
discounted.
If cells
from different
sources can merge
into one uninterrupted
layer,
even to the
extent of linking
cytoskeletons,
they must
possess a capacity
for communication,
perhaps
at their
junctions
with one another
(Trelstad
et al. 1967).
Recent physiological
studies
showing regional
variations
in oxygen consumption (Raddatz et al. 1984), tension
(Kucera
and Burnand, 198 4) and protein
synthesis
(Zagris and Matthopoulos,
1985) demonstrate
the way even very early embryos are organised
as interacting
communities
of cells
and tissues.
Our morphological
studies
on the endoderm
demonstrate
how complexity
and integration
exist
within this one tissue,
in its changing
structure
and relationships
with other parts
of the embryo.
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Discussion

with

Reviewers

R. E. Poelmann:
What is the significance
of the
openings in the endoderm?
Are they continuous
with the subendodermal
extracellular
space or
are they just pits with an endodermal bottom?
Are you sure they do not represent
radiation
damage?
K. Sulik:
All the holes in the endoderm may be
the result
of improper osmolarity
in your
fixative
or buffers.

Rosenquist
GC. (1970).
The origin
and movement
of prelung cells
in the chick embryo as
determined
by radioautographic
mapping.
J.
Embryol. exp. Morph. 24, 497-509.
Rosenquist
GC. (1971).
The origin
and movements
of the hepatogenic
cells in the chick embryo as
determined
by radioautographic
mapping.
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K, Sulik:
The radial
pattern
shown in Figure 11
is not typical
of cytoskeletal
organisation.
Authors:
Every cell type has its own specific
cytoskeletal
arrangements
which determine
its
particular
shape,
Patterns
very similar
to
those we describe
have been observed in other
epithelial
cell types.
They were described
recently
by R. D, Goldman and E, Fey at the
meeting of the British
Society
for Cell Biology
at the University
of East Anglia,
in retinal
pigment epithelial
cells
and in keratinocytes,

,

,____
o
4

5

Definitive
endoblast

15

Wakely

Authors:
It is indeed possible
but without
direct
observation
of fresh material,
e.g.
timelapse
cinematography
we canno~ be too
dogmatic on this point,

3

!

and J,

=~--

K. Sulik:
Why wasn't a more standard
technique
such as Triton extraction
utilized
if cytoskeletal
morphology was of interest?
Authors:
The endoderm is too fragile
to
withstand
processing
for SEM after
Triton
extraction.

Junctional
endoblast

Fig. 15.
Summary diagram to illustrate
the
successive
contributions
of hypoblast,definitive
endoblast
and junctional
endoblast
to the chick
endoderm between stages 2 and 5.
Compare with
Figures
1, 3 and 7, (Modified
from E.J.Sanders,
R. Bellairs
and P.A. Partch
(197B).
Numbers
refer
to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951) stages,

R, E. Poelmann:
The cytoskeleton
is described
as an uninterrupted
network in the endodermal
epithelium.
Obviously differences
between
various
zones do not exist
for they are not
mentioned,
This is disappointing
because the
regions
of cell insertion
(primitive
streak,
zone 2, rosettes)
are expected
to contain
a
different
framework because of de nova endoderm
formation,
Can you comment on this?
Authors:
While there were no discontinuities
~long zone boundaries
cell-sized
gaps did appear
in the cytoskeletal
network in the regions
you
~ascribed,
They corresponded
to interruptions
in the endoderm which we saw in our immunofluorescent
preparations
by phase contrast
microscopy.
Occasional
very bright
spots were
seen in the centres
of some cell rosettes
and
in zone 2 where the regular
hexagonal
pattern
of the epithelium
was disturbed,
They may
represent
intruding
processes
from the mesadermal layer from inserting
cells
but we would
not like to commit ourselves
too strongly
on
this point.

Authors:
Some holes are true openings
in the
endoderm, others
are pits with a smaller
or
flatter
endodermal cell at the bottom.
As
they can be seen in fresh whole-mounts
and in
sections
they are unlikely
to be fixation
or
radiation
artefacts.
They play a role in
endoderm formation,
as described
in Anat.
Embryol, ill, 167-178 (1g7B).
R. E. Poelmann:
Overlaps between cells
are
described
(a.o,
in Fig, 5), What do they look
like in cross-sectional
view?
Are they
involved
in endoderm formation?
K, Sulik:
Could some of the overlapping
be
due to shrinkage?
Authors:
In sections
overlaps
appear as a
small tongue of cytoplasm
overhanging
a
neighbouring
cell.
By T.E.M. junctions
and
microfilaments
can be seen deep to the overlap.
We do not know their
significance
in endoderm
formation,
unless
they represent
minor changes
in cell shape or position.
As they are regionspecific,
and also appear in different
fixation
conditions
we do not believe
them to be
artefactual,

G, C, Schoenwolf:
Could the endodermal process
projecting
into the mesoderm be an artefact
of
fracturing?
Could there be a thin endodermal
process
covering
the cell described
as being
between endoderm and mesoderm in Figure 9?
Authors:
Our analysis
of these fractured
specimens as described
in the Results
was based
on observations
of the fractured
surfaces
from
many angles,
tilting
and turning
them in the
microscope,
We selected
the photographs
which
in our opinion
gave the best overall
picture
of
relationships,
We have also observed cells
with
a part in each layer in histological
sections
and transmission
electron
microscopy,
where
fracturing
artefact
cannot be a problem,
The
figure
below shows a section
of one of our SEM
specimens which we embedded in araldite
and
sectioned
after
examining in the SEM. (Figure
16),

R. E. Poelmann:
In 'Results'
you describe
rosettes
of wedge shaped cells
to be caused by insertion
of new endoderm cells,
but in the Discussion
rosettes
are attributed
to mitotic
activity.
Authors:
Mitotic
activity
is one means of
inserting
new endoderm cells,
K, Sulik:
Is it possible
that the cells
in
association
with the rosettes
may be moving in
the direction
opposite
to that which you have
indicated,
i.e.
from endoderm to mesoderm?
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Chick

Embryo Endoderm

Fig. 16. M= mesoderm, E= endoderm, the white
arrowhead indicates
a cell with a rounded cell
body in the endoderm and a process extending
into
the mesoderm.
The black arrowhead shows the
gold coating
on the endodermal
surface.
Scale bar=
10 ~m.
K. Sulik:
Why do the cells
in Figures
3 and 4
appear so translucent
whereas those in Figures
2 and 5 appear so opaque?
Authors:
The specimens
for Figures
3 and 4 were
photographed
on the ISI 60 which operates
at a
higher kV than the ISI OS 130 used for Figures
2 and 5,
R. E. Poelmann:
What is the specificity
of
Coomassie blue for the cytoskeleton?
(also
raised
by G. C. Schoenwolf and K. Sulik).
Authors:
Coomassie blue staining
was
introduced
by Pena (1980) - see text
references
- as a general
stain
to provide an
overview of the whole cytoskeletal
framework
of a cell rather
than any one specific
component such as is revealed
by immunocytochemistry.
The stain was designed
for rapid
routine
use, for example, in comparing malignant with non-malignant
cells.
Its validity
was checked by comparing its results
with
immunofluorescent
preparations,
and by
comparison
of intact
and Triton-extracted
cells, in Pena's original
account.
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